Ash & Spitz' Pathology of Tropical Diseases

*New Book!*—This new Atlas of Pathology of Tropical Diseases is the first book of its kind in this country. It constitutes a very important addition to scientific literature, being based on the vast store of first-hand information available to the authors at the Army Institute of Pathology. The 941 illustrations are remarkable for their third dimensional qualities.

By Colonel J. E. Ash, M.C., U.S.A., Director; and Sophie Spitz, M.D., C.S., A.U.S., Pathologist, The Army Institute of Pathology, Army Medical Museum. 350 pages, 8¾ x 10½", with 941 illustrations on 257 plates, some in color. $8.00

Jordan & Burrows' Bacteriology

*New (14th) Edition*—Recognized as one of the foremost American texts on bacteriology, this book appears now in the finest edition of all. The number of illustrations has been greatly increased and almost all the pictures are new, many of them original.

By Edwin O. Jordan, Ph.D.; and William Burrows, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology, University of Chicago. 909 pages, 6” x 9”, with 242 illustrations. $7.00

Weatherwax' Plant Biology

The principles of botany as given by Dr. Weatherwax are well suited to one-semester courses in elementary botany and to the botany part of general biology courses. It is an excellent teaching instrument as proved by its successful classroom record.

By Paul Weatherwax, Professor of Botany, Indiana University. 455 pages, 5¾” x 8½", with 417 illustrations on 182 figures. $3.25

Heisig's Semimicro Qualitative Analysis

Dr. Heisig wrote this text for students who have had a thorough course in general inorganic chemistry. Theory is clearly presented and closely coordinated with laboratory procedures. Many practical teaching aids are included.

By G. B. Heisig, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis. 331 pages, 5¾” x 8½", illustrated. $2.50
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LaMOTTE COMBINATION
CHLORINE-pH OUTFIT

A new compact, flexible unit for both pH and Chlorine determinations. Ideal for use in either laboratory or field work, as all necessary equipment for making tests is supplied in one carrying case. As an added feature, the Ortho Tolidine-Arsenite Reagent may be included at slight extra cost for differentiation between active chlorine and the slower acting chloramines. Complete unit with full instructions $23.25—without Arsine reagent $22.50. Prices f.o.b. Towson.

LaMotte Chemical Products Co.
Dept. "H" Towson 4, Baltimore, Md.

KLETT ELECTROPHORESIS

CUSTOM MADE

SOLE MANUFACTURER IN
UNITED STATES OF ELECTROPHORESIS
APPARATUS AND CELLS

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 EAST 87TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
In designing the gun-control systems which shot down enemy planes, Army ballistic experts were faced by long hours of mathematical calculations. So Bell Laboratories developed an electrical relay computer. It solved complicated problems more accurately and swiftly than 40 calculators working in shifts around the clock.

Resembling your dial telephone system, which seeks out and calls a telephone number, this brain-like machine selects and energizes electric circuits to correspond with the numbers fed in. Then it juggles the circuits through scores of combinations. It will even solve triangles and consult mathematical tables. The operator hands it a series of problems with the tips of her fingers—next morning the correct answers are neatly typed. Ballistic experts used this calculator to compute the performance of experimental gun directors.

In battle action, Electrical Gun Directors are instantaneous. Such a director helped to make Antwerp available to our advancing troops by directing the guns which shot down more than 90% of the thousands of buzz bombs.

Every day, your Bell System telephone calls are speeded by calculators which use electric currents to do sums. Lessons learned are being applied to the extension of dialing over toll lines.
a steel microslide filing cabinet offering

45% greater capacity at amazingly low cost!

This new "LAB-AID" cabinet is the ultimate solution to the filing problems encountered in the laboratory. It is of welded-steel, fire-resistant construction throughout. Files 3"x1" or 3"x2" micro-slides, 2"x2" transparencies, large lantern slides, index cards, even paraffin blocks...in single-row drawers, all fitting interchangeably into a smooth-tracking master drawer-rail system. Unit-sections, assembled in any combination, can be used singly, or stacked to any convenient height. With all these advantages, the cost-per-slide capacity in the "LAB-AID" cabinet is the lowest ever. Investigate this remarkable equipment...the coupon will bring details.

The new steel

LAB-AID

laboratory filing cabinet

A single "LAB-AID" unit-section. Any combination of drawers can be supplied.

By merely dropping in a patented "LAB-AID" slotted liner, any drawer is converted from storage filing to individual-slide filing, or vice-versa.

The Technicon Company
215 East 149 Street
New York 51, N. Y.

Please send me details concerning your "LAB-AID" micro-slide filing cabinet.

Name

Street

City
A.H.T. CO. SPECIFICATION

ELECTRIC HOT AIR STERILIZER
WITH AUTOMATIC TEMPERATURE REGULATION

HOT AIR STERILIZER, ELECTRIC, A.H.T. Co. Specification, with automatic temperature regulation; designed for convenient and economical handling of pipettes in boxes, and culture dishes and flasks of the sizes mostly used. Constructed of hard asbestos board 3/8-inch thick, with welded Stainless steel frame and legs. Net inside working dimensions, 11 1/4 inches high x 18 7/8 inches wide x 11 inches deep. Two removable shelves of expanded metal with welded sheet metal trim, approximately 4 inches apart, provide approximately 407 square inches of working space.

Temperature regulation is by means of a bimetallic thermo-regulator, adjustable from the top by means of a knurled head knob, and a three-way high-low switch. Ventilating holes are cut both in the bottom beneath the heaters, and in the top, the latter covered with a sliding ventilator to permit adjustment of size.

The sterilizer is heated by four 375-watt units, totaling 1500 watts, and must, therefore, be connected directly to a line of this capacity. Heating units are so wired that two are operated by the thermo-regulator and the remaining two directly through the switch for boosting the chamber to sterilizing temperature in minimal time. When the switch is on the "low" position, the sterilizer operates in the range from room temperature to 120°C, and can therefore be used for moisture determinations, drying procedures, evaporations, etc.

The distribution of heat throughout the working chamber is facilitated by convectional air currents formed by two slanting baffles directly above the heaters and bottom air vents.

Time required to reach 170°C from room temperature is 45 minutes when operating empty. Maximum temperature approximately 190°C.

1625-M. Hot Air Sterilizer, Electric, A.H.T. Co. Specification, with automatic temperature regulation, as above described, complete with thermometer reading to 200°C, pilot lamp and directions for use, but without connecting cord. Heating units are wound for a total capacity of 1500 watts and must, therefore, be connected directly to a line of sufficient capacity. For use on 115 volts, a.c. only ........................................... 79.50
Code Word .............................................. Alfa

1625-M2. Ditto, but for use on 115 volts, d.c. ......................................................................... 79.50
Code Word .............................................. Alfa

ARTHUR H. THOMAS COMPANY
RETAIL—WHOLESALE—EXPORT
LABORATORY APPARATUS AND REAGENTS
WEST WASHINGTON SQUARE PHILADELPHIA 6, PA., U. S. A.
Cable Address, BALANCE, Philadelphia
Special Diet Materials
FOR BIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES

Long-continued experimentation with animals in our own laboratories has led to the development of many special diet materials which we have found valuable in nutritional research. While the preparation of these materials in small quantities in the individual laboratory would be troublesome and costly, our production facilities enable us to offer them—conveniently packaged and economically priced—as a service to investigators engaged in biological assay and research.

- **VITAMIN TEST CASEIN GBI.** Uniformly free of vitamins A and D, as well as the known factors of the vitamin B complex and vitamin K.

- **VITAMIN A TEST DIET, U. S. P. XII, GBI.** For depletion of animals within allotted time. Weight limits specified for Vitamin A assays.

- **RACHITGENIC DIET NO. 2, U. S. P. XII, GBI.** For depletion of animals within allotted time. Weight limits specified for vitamin D assays.

- **VITAMIN B COMPLEX TEST DIET GBI.** For use with suitable animals and experiments, to produce deficiencies of thiamine chloride, riboflavin, niacin, pyridoxine and pantothenic acid.

- **SALT MIXTURE NO. 2, U. S. P. XII, GBI.** For preparing vitamin A test diet and also as a mineral source in the preparation of most laboratory diets.

WRITE for complete list and prices of these and other diet materials, including crystalline vitamins, amino acids, casein hydrolysate, biotin and other chemicals of biological significance.

**GENERAL BIOCHEMICALS, INC.**
DIVISION WYETH INCORPORATED
LABORATORY PARK, CHAGrin FALLS, OHIO
FILING CABINETS for KODACHROMES
LANTERN SLIDES
MICROSCOPE SLIDES

ADAMS SECTIONAL SLIDE CABINETS
featuring 5 interchangeable units
A new design in slide cabinets utilizing individual sectional units to accommodate 2 x 2" lantern slides, 3½ x 4" lantern slides, 3 x 1", 3 x 1½, and 3 x 2" prepared microscope slides. The units vary somewhat in height but have a constant width and depth so that they stack one on the other.

ADAMS SLIDE CABINETS
for 3 x 1" MICROSCOPE SLIDES
Adams Microscope Slide Cabinets have a capacity of 2,760 3 x 1" microscope slides. They are attractive natural grained, light oak stained plywood, 14" wide by 19½ high by 22" deep. They have 8 drawers—each drawer holds 345 3 x 1" microscope slides in three rows of numbered slots giving a total cabinet capacity of 2,760 slides. Adams Microscope Slide Cabinets can be nested interchangeably with Adams Kodachrome Slide Cabinets.

for 2 x 2" KODACHROME SLIDES
Adams Kodachrome Slide Cabinets have a capacity of from 2000 to 6000 2 x 2" Kodachrome slides, depending on whether individual separators or group separators are used and the method of binding. Kodachrome Slide Cabinets have the same outside dimensions as the Microscope Slide Cabinets, but have 10 drawers. Each drawer has two columns of numbered slots. Where individual partitions are wanted, small cardboard rectangles the same height as the slots are used. Where group dividers are wanted the red fibre dividers with labels are used. In the illustration note that group dividers or individual partitions can be used interchangeably as the need demands.

ADAMS SLIDE TRAYS and SLIDE CABINETS
There are three units of equipment.
1. SLIDE TRAYS for holding the microscope slides
2. SLIDE TRAY CABINET for holding the trays
3. SLIDE TRAY ROLLING STAND for transporting the cabinets
These Slide Trays for handling and storing microscope slides will find immediate use by all those who have to prepare and handle quantities of microscope slides, such as is the case in colleges, hospital and research laboratories. Teachers have found them especially valuable for distributing student loan collections during class periods. In the latter case where the same laboratory is used for more than one class, the cabinet mounted on the rolling stand will be found most useful.

CLAY-ADAMS CO INC.
44 EAST 23rd STREET, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
Bacto-Agar

Bacto-Agar is a purified Agar prepared from domestic material. In the manufacture of Bacto-Agar extraneous matter, pigmented portions, and salts are reduced to a minimum, so that the finished product in the form of fine granules will dissolve rapidly, giving clear solutions.

DIFCO LABORATORIES
INCORPORATED
DETROIT 1, MICHIGAN

You Get FOUR Advantages

When your LABORATORY FURNITURE is Made by KEWAUNEE'S "CUT-COST" PLAN!

First—This plan of assembling standard units lowers the cost of Finest Cases, Cabinets and Furniture.

Second—Delivery can be made much more quickly.

Third—Your Laboratory will have that attractive streamlined appearance.

Fourth—As new pieces are added your Laboratory will "grow gracefully."

Kewaunee's "Cut-Cost" Plan of Unit Assembly brings to the production of fine Laboratory Furniture the efficient modern methods that have so greatly reduced the cost of fine Motor Cars. Inquiries are invited. Address:

EDUCATIONAL DIVISION

KEWAUNEE MFG. CO.

5013 S. Center St., Adrian, Mich.
Representatives in Principal Cities

ESSENTIALS OF GENERAL CHEMISTRY
BY B. SMITH HOPKINS AND JOHN C. BAILAR, JR.,
University of Illinois

A NEW beginning chemistry text for colleges. Up-to-date in presentation as well as in subject matter.

Clear, practical organization, many illustrations, exercises, and references for the student distinguish this new text.

Ready for second semester courses.

510 pp. 5 7/8 x 8 3/4 $3.50

D.C. HEATH AND COMPANY
Boston New York Chicago
Atlanta San Francisco Dallas London

FOR LATEST AUTHORITATIVE REVIEWS ON LABORATORY PROCEDURES

Subscribe to

A monthly publication compiled for laboratory directors, technicians and physicians. Full of essential facts and reviews of current literature on laboratory procedure, professionally edited by R. B. H. Gradwohl, M. D., Sc. D. A necessity in the modern laboratory. Published by

GRADWOHL SCHOOL OF LABORATORY TECHNIQUE
3514 Lucas Av.
St. Louis, Mo.
A CLOSE relationship exists between the laboratory supply houses of America and their customers.

These dealers are more than merchants. They do more than sell. They are partners of science in a very real sense, personally serving the 100,000 chemists and the 20,000 laboratories in the United States and Canada.

You turn to them for advice in the selection, care and repair of your scientific apparatus. Corning seeks their counsel in the design and fabrication of laboratory glassware. And from this, plus Corning's "know-how" in glass, come constantly improved, more efficient tools of science.

In effect this is a three-way partnership which helps all concerned. You receive helpful service because your supplier brings you the benefits of his long experience and knowledge. Better products become available because all three understand each other's problems.

CORNING GLASS WORKS • CORNING, NEW YORK

PYREX brand LABORATORY GLASSWARE
The Small Littrow Spectrograph is in regular production and shipments are being made as soon as possible.

This instrument, providing moderately high dispersion, is particularly adapted to educational use or to similar applications where no great resolving power is required. Covers a wavelength range of 2100 A. to 7000 A., in a length of six inches. Optical system is of crystal quartz. Four standard fixed slits of 2, 5, 10 and 20 micron widths are provided. For complete description send for Catalog D-20. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester 2, N. Y.
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THE BASIC MECHANISMS OF STATIC ELECTRIFICATION

By Professor LEONARD B. LOEB

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The term "static electrification," as here used, covers all processes for producing segregation of positive and negative electrical charges by mechanical actions which operate by contact or impact between solid surfaces, between solid and liquid surfaces, or in the rupture of solid or liquid surfaces by gases. These involve such phenomena as frictional electrification, spray electrification, electrification in dust storms, etc. A review of these phenomena in general shows a most unsatisfactory array of discordant, often non-reproducible and confusing results, whose theoretical interpretation in some cases is quite hopeless. 1,2,3,4,5


It is believed that in a considerable measure this situation results from the fact that many investigators are not alert to the possibility that in any one aspect of their studies not one but perhaps two or more of the various basic mechanisms may have been active. Such complications make theoretical interpretation in terms of any single proposed mechanism most difficult. In order to clarify the situation it is proposed to list the known mechanisms and briefly to discuss them. The basic mechanisms active are:

(1) Electrolytic effects, caused by distribution of electrolytic ions in solutions of liquids of high dielectric constants between the solutions and metals or solids, on contact, followed by mechanical separation. Since diffusion of ions across interfaces build up considerable potentials,